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BOSS Snowplow Extends Its Line of ATV and UTV Snowplows  
New 5'6" XT V-Plow 

 
Iron Mountain, Mich. (July 28, 2016) — BOSS Snowplow continues to 
expand its versatile snowplow offerings with the addition of the 5'6" XT V-
plow for mid-size UTVs and ATVs. Along with the durability, toughness, 
and reliability you expect from BOSS, the 5'6" XT features exceptional 
ground clearance for hard-to-reach places and tough terrain. The fully 
hydraulic system delivers maximum efficiency with no winches, chains or 
pulleys.  
 
“The 5'6" XT has a 30-degree lift height for superior snow-stacking,” said 
Mark Klossner, marketing vice president for BOSS Snowplow. “The 
maneuverability and size of this tough, compact package make it perfect for 
taking on snow, especially sidewalks.”  
 
BOSS ATV and UTV snowplows have the same tough, reliable, innovative 
design features of the BOSS truck plows and allow users to RESTORE 
ORDER in any environment.   
 
The 5'6" XT was designed to fit most ATV and mid-size UTV vehicles. The 
plow features a low-profile undercarriage designed for trail compatibility 
and a quick attachment system for the product to attach and detach with 
ease. The handlebar controller for ATVs and the handheld controller for 
mid-size UTVs are easy to use and eliminate the strains of operation, with 
or without gloves. 
 
Visit the BOSS Snowplow product page for an overview of product features 
and benefits for the new 5'6" XT V-plow. 

 
 



 
About BOSS Snowplow  
BOSS Snowplow is a leader in the snow and ice management business 
with a growing line of plows for trucks, UTVs, and ATVs, salt and sand 
spreaders and box plows built for the snow and ice management 
professional, as well as the homeowner. All products are designed for ease 
of use, quality and durability. With a market competitive warranty, 
uncompromising quality and high level of craftsmanship, BOSS has grown 
to be a leader in the sales of truck mount plows. BOSS products are 
designed and manufactured in Iron Mountain, Michigan, in an approved 
ISO 9001:2008 registered facility. BOSS maintains a network of nearly 800 
dealers worldwide. For more information on BOSS Snowplow call 800-286-
4155 or visit the company’s website at www.bossplow.com. 
 
 
About The Toro Company 
The Toro Company (NYSE: TTC) is a leading worldwide provider of 
innovative turf, landscape, rental and construction equipment, and irrigation 
and outdoor lighting solutions. With sales of more than $2 billion in fiscal 
2013, Toro’s global presence extends to more than 90 countries through 
strong relationships built on integrity and trust, constant innovation and a 
commitment to helping customers enrich the beauty, productivity and 
sustainability of the land. Since 1914, the company has built a tradition of 
excellence around a number of strong brands to help customers care for 
golf courses, sports fields, public green spaces, commercial and residential 
properties and agricultural fields. More information is available at 
www.thetorocompany.com. 
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